Hugo as a jazz trained musician found inspiration to make music from a
combination of elements and influences.
His 10 years career takes him all over the world. Since the beginning Hugo
focused his efforts on the “live performance” side of dance music, creating
several live projects as UBIT, that delivered the Ibiza anthem A-sid chosen by
Mauro Picotto for his Meganite mixed set in 2004 and COMADISCO, an electro-punk
trio experiment built to explore the darkest side of his talent, releasing its
mega hit “Love in a bookshop” on Irma Elettrica in 2005.
After several dancefloor burner, HUGO started to explore the brighter side of
his dance attitude releasing a series of fresh tunes which blended jazz, house
and funk that brought him out on the worldwide scene. In 2008 Hugo released "The
Sloop and the Siren" on Jay Haze's label Tuning Spork. The Sloop rapidly became
a must have for all the dj's of the global scene, a contemporary classic for
dance music market. Hugo's works have been appreciated by the most influential
artists and his remixes are gaining great feedbacks all around.
Hugo is rocking the globe with shows in the most valuable world clubs as Womb,
Fabric, Paradiso, Footwork, Watergate, Rex and traveling around 12 months a
year. His anthem “The Sloop” has been selected as official soundtrack of Detroit
Movement Festival 2009 and his production has been released by labels such as
Tuning Spork, Mobilee, Systematic, Viva, 2020 Vision, Great Stuff, Om, Cr2,
Claque, Rebirth, Material, Formatik among the others.
2010 will see the first steps on his new project, Goodvibe Records, where he is
going to release with his fellow mates and producers from all over the
electronic music global scene. Goodvibe Records headquarter will be in Turin,
where Hugo built a new studio, Nipple Slip Studio, and where he is working
silently at his next vision, a solo album.
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Links:
http://www.goodviberecords.com/
http://www.myspace.com/therealhugo
http://www.discogs.com/artist/Hugo+(2)
http://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/hugo
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Hugo/73147433744
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